The abnormally aged brain. Its blood flow and oxidative metabolism. A review - part II.
The most common brain disease in middle and old age is dementia. Primary dementias comprise degenerative (dementia of Alzheimer type, DAT) and cerebrovascular (dementia of vascular type, DVT) types. These dementia types differ in morphological, clinical, and pathobiochemical terms. In DAT, large amounts of neuritic plaques and neurofibrillary tangles or paired helical filaments, are present throughout the whole brain cortex, but particularly numerous in temporal areas. Here and in hippocampus, the presynaptic cholinergic system seems to be predominantly affected. In DVT, multiple small infarcts are scattered over brain cortex and white matter obviously due to disturbances in cerebral microcirculation. Dementia is closely related to disturbances in brain blood flow and oxidative metabolism. In the beginning of DAT, cerebral blood flow and CMR-oxygen are found to be in normal ranges, but CMR-glucose is reduced. In DVT, cerebral blood flow and CMR-oxygen are also within the normal range, but CMR-glucose is found to be abnormally increased. When dementia symptoms are well developed in DAT, the same relationship between circulation and metabolism are found. Well-developed DVT symptoms seem to be associated with changes in blood flow and metabolism similar to variations after ischemic/anoxic lesions. In the beginning of both dementia types, a close correlation exists between cerebral blood flow and CMR-oxygen, but there is a dissociation from CMR-glucose. In the further course of both dementia types, cerebral blood flow and metabolism run into a final common path of a low functional level. No distinction between the dementia types is possible. In general, severity of dementia symptoms are correlated to the deviation of cerebral blood flow and metabolism from normal. There is much evidence that dementia, i.e. abnormal cerebral aging is different from normal cerebral aging. Dementia is not a form of accelerated cerebral aging.